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ROAD TRAFFIC AMENDMENT (IMPOUNDING AND CONFISCATION OF VEHICLES) BILL 2004 
Second Reading 

Resumed from 1 June. 

HON NICK GRIFFITHS (East Metropolitan - Minister for Housing and Works) [11.17 am]:  I thank 
honourable members who contributed to the debate yesterday.  Some very interesting observations were made, 
some of which I agree with and some of which I disagree with.  However, a number of points were raised and I 
propose to deal with as many of those as I reasonably can.   

Hon Derrick Tomlinson made reference to the Bill being predicated upon the principle of punishment by 
confiscating something that the offender values.  That is part of the Bill, and it is partly true, but this Bill really 
seeks to encourage people to stop these unsafe driving practices that have been characterised as hoonish-type 
behaviour.  By impounding a vehicle, as envisaged by the Bill, there is an immediacy that is not provided for in 
the current law.  It is anticipated that if the Bill is passed, behaviour will be modified; I understand that that is the 
experience to a degree in other jurisdictions in which similar legislation has been put in place.  A lot was said 
about the power of the police to impound a vehicle for 48 hours.  However, there are still mechanisms to provide 
for its early release, which may be dealt with in committee.   

Hon George Cash was the lead speaker for the Opposition and made a number of observations including the 
issue of confiscation.  Confiscation can occur only as a result of a court order, which is provided for in the Bill.  
The only circumstance in which a vehicle can be removed or seized without a court order is in respect of the 48-
hour period involving the police.   

That is provided for in proposed sections 79 and 79A.  The reason that proposed power is presented in the Bill is 
to have the problems that have been identified dealt with immediately.  I am advised that when this sort of 
behaviour occurs an offender is stopped, details are taken and the person is free to continue his behaviour unless 
he is arrested.  This Bill is about ending the behaviour and breaking the cycle.  The proposition that there should 
be a warrant or a review by a judicial officer before a vehicle is impounded is impractical.  It is nice in theory, 
but we are talking about a situation in which an incident is occurring and a policeman is on the spot and able to 
do something about it, rather than saying that an offender is carrying on with certain behaviour and, after the 
policeman has filled out his paperwork, he will go down the road and see a Justice of the Peace.  It would be a 
very obliging offender indeed if he were to hang around and wait for the conscientious police officer in those 
circumstances.  It is therefore a nice theory but an impractical result.  

During the course of the debate last night the view was expressed that courts treat reckless driving in a particular 
way.  People are often charged with reckless driving or dangerous driving.  The charge of reckless driving can 
give rise to a verdict of guilty of reckless driving, guilty of dangerous driving, guilty of careless driving or not 
guilty.  Quite often somebody charged with a major offence is acquitted or convicted of a lesser offence 
depending on the evidence.  Protections exist in the Act for circumstances in which an officer impounds a 
vehicle and the defendant is later acquitted.  First, the vehicle is impounded for 48 hours and there are 
circumstances in which the release of the vehicle can occur.  There is the provision to do with the senior officer.  
We are dealing with impounding, not confiscation.  In any event, the officer concerned must act in good faith. 

There is the scenario of a person, not being one of those listed, who drives somebody to hospital.  Hon Peter 
Foss, Hon Jim Scott and several other members put forward a similar scenario of a person driving in an 
emergency and posed the question of whether the exemptions set out in the Bill applied to such a person.  I am 
referring to someone who is not a police officer or a fireman and so on.  The Bill does not deal with that case, 
but the Criminal Code does.  It is a defence that is pleaded from time to time, but, in practice, it is rarely pleaded 
because, before somebody is charged, there is an investigation.  Officers use their commonsense.  The fact is that 
in Western Australia if a person is driving somebody to hospital in an emergency and is going a bit fast, a police 
officer who apprehended that person would know the provision of the Criminal Code and the person would not 
be charged because the officer would know that no criminality was being effected.   

Hon Robyn McSweeney:  The police usually give an escort to the hospital.   

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  I think Hon Robyn McSweeney has made a worthwhile interjection.  The Criminal 
Code contains general provisions that apply.  Western Australia is a civilised society.  Our police are a civilising 
influence in our society and facilitate these situations.  They do not penalise people who are doing the right 
thing.  In respect of proposed section 62A and how it relates to current section 62, which provides for the offence 
of careless driving, the Bill proposes that proposed section 62A provide for a separate offence.  The penalty 
proposed in the Bill for the proposed section 62A offence is in the same terms as the penalty for careless driving.   
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Hon Frank Hough made a number of observations.  He made reference to a surgeon in need of a car.  The Bill 
provides for the return of impounded vehicles, not confiscated vehicles, in certain circumstances including 
hardship.  The issue of hire purchase was raised.  It is not considered to be an issue in respect of the 48 hours 
impounding provision.  Hire purchase companies will have a right of appearance during an application for 
confiscation.  I refer to proposed section 80G(4).  The commissioner is required to give such a company notice 
of an impending application.  Even if a court were to make a confiscation order, a company would have recourse 
against the hirer.  When a vehicle is sold following confiscation, a company would be entitled to seek the 
proceeds of the sale. 

Hon Jim Scott raised a number of observations.  He dealt with the emergency situation, to which I think I have 
given an answer.  If Hon Jim Scott wishes to explore that more in committee, I trust that he will shortly have the 
opportunity subject to the House’s agreeing to the proposition that the Bill be read a second time.  The issue was 
raised of people engaging in racing at a motorplex and places of that kind.  Those activities occur, and they are 
not covered by this Bill.  We are talking here about activities that occur on public roads, not lawful racing 
activities at a motorplex or something of that kind.  Hon Jim Scott raised the question of a learner driver who, as 
a result of a mistake, caused tyres to burn or matters of that kind.  I think that was the question.   

Hon Jim Scott:  The clause in the Bill refers to anybody who has been tested. 

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  Clause 9, proposed section 62A, reads - 

A person who wilfully drives a motor vehicle in a manner that causes - 

I do not see the learner situation as applying there.  In any event, I would not see the circumstances of 
aggravation that are set out in the Bill applying to a learner driver.  It is not the intent, and I would suggest that 
the Bill does not target learner drivers.   

Hon Jim Scott raised a point about strikes.  He used the word “strikes”, as did Hon Peter Foss and Hon Derrick 
Tomlinson, to refer to the number of times an offence is required to have occurred.  Hon Jim Scott was 
concerned about whether one incident could lead to two or more impounding offences (driving).  That is a very 
interesting question, because this legislation is not drafted in the same way as the amendments to the Criminal 
Code that deal with home burglary.  The answer to the question of Hon Jim Scott is, simply, yes.  An 
impounding offence (driving) can be against certain provisions of the Road Traffic Act.  I will give a quick 
example.  Section 59 of the Road Traffic Act refers to dangerous driving causing death or injury, which is one of 
the offences covered by the provision.  An offender driving dangerously with three passengers in the motor 
vehicle the result of which one person dies and the other two passengers suffer grievous bodily harm would have 
committed three offences; that is, one incident could lead to more than one offence.  Those are serious matters.  
Discretion is involved, but the question was asked and that is my view of the proposed law.  I have given some 
consideration to it, as it is a very serious question.  

Hon Peter Foss made a number of observations, and I hope to deal with most, if not all of them.  People do ride 
without helmets, and some have medical exemptions from wearing helmets.  That is the current law.  The current 
laws on reckless driving are used, but it is the judgment of the Government, based on what has been observed in 
other jurisdictions and taking on board reasonable reflection and advice, that these laws will enhance the 
operations of the police, and enable these awkward problems to be dealt with.  These problems have been a 
matter of concern to not only people who come across this behaviour on the Scarborough beachfront, but also 
people in many parts of suburbia and even in non-metropolitan areas.  It is the sort of behaviour we want to 
discourage, and this legislation is considered to be a useful mechanism to do that.  I am advised that many 
members of the Opposition agree with the legislation.  That does not, of course, mean that it is a good thing, but 
it does show that, in the State of Western Australia, there is a degree of bipartisanship on this issue, and one 
would hope that, in due course, there would be a degree of multi-partisanship, taking note of the contribution of 
Hon Jim Scott to the debate last night.  The 45 kilometres an hour applies to roads as they are speed limited.  In 
other areas, if the speed allows, offenders can be charged with reckless driving.  I have dealt with the issue of 
proposed section 62A.  I note the point raised by Hon Peter Foss, but I suggest that the way proposed section 
62A is drafted is technically correct.  That matter can be pursued during the committee stage.   

Confiscation is not mandatory.  A court is required to make an order, but does not have to make the order.  The 
court considers a number of matters.  This is not mandatory confiscation, and to talk about it in terms of 
mandatory sentencing is not accurate.  I have dealt with the issue of the incident and the number of offences.  
Non-offending owners have the capacity to go to court to put their case to the magistrate, and there is an 
obligation on the police to notify.  Before a vehicle can be confiscated for any time outside the 48-hour 
impounding period, it is a matter for court action.  If the behaviour of the police is not in good faith - if it is 
malicious - the police officers concerned are not protected.  Hon Peter Foss made a number of observations 
about the police.  It is true, in considering any activity undertaken by any group of people, that there will be 
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people who do the wrong thing.  That is unfortunately a fact of life.  I would have thought, however, that the 
people of Western Australia consider policing to be a very important activity, and that police officers are 
expected to be people of high integrity who undertake a job that is valued by the community.  People who seek 
to become police officers should be citizens of the highest order.  I note what Hon Peter Foss said last night, and 
I respectfully believe that he went too far.  Police work is important, and it is valued by our community.  I 
suggest that the sort of people we want in our Police Service, and whom I trust we have in our Police Service, 
are capable of doing the work that the Bill envisages.  It is very reasonable for us to place our trust in them, 
noting that we have a number of mechanisms in our community to deal with misbehaviour that is not the subject 
of the Bill.   

Hon Jim Scott:  One thing that I raised, and that was also raised by Hon Peter Foss, was the need for clarification 
of the duties of police that allow them to drive at over 155 kilometres an hour.  

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  I note that Hon Peter Foss has placed some amendments on the Notice Paper that will 
deal with that clause in the Bill.  It is appropriate that we engage in some further discussion on that issue at the 
committee stage, rather than double up on the debate at this stage.   

Certain other questions were posed by Hon Peter Foss, firstly about the two police officers from Bunbury.  My 
understanding is that those police officers are no longer in the Police Service, as a result of the incident.  At 
present people can be arrested without warrant, as Hon Peter Foss knows.  On the issue of senior officers, 
inspectors are not necessarily readily available at the hours when the 48-hour impounding power could be used.  

Hon Peter Foss:  I realise that, but that was intended to ensure that the police would be unlikely to do it unless 
there is a very good reason.   

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  Police officers would be unlikely to do it without a very good reason.  However, the 
fact is that if somebody is engaging in the sort of behaviour that this legislation seeks to target particularly, it is a 
matter of dealing with the problem immediately, rather than - 

Hon Peter Foss:  They are entitled to impound it.  They will just move to an inspector afterwards.  They do not 
have to do it at first.  By the way, I have the details of - 

The PRESIDENT:  Order, members!  I think this is more of a committee stage discussion.  The minister is trying 
to conclude his second reading comments. 

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  Thank you, Mr President.  I have made the observation about the availability of 
inspectors.  As Hon Peter Foss correctly pointed out, that matter can be further debated, if members wish to do 
so. 

Hon Derrick Tomlinson raised issues to do with exceptional hardship.  There may be many instances of 
exceptional hardship.  The expression is not overly prescriptive, because it is intended that it be applied flexibly, 
depending on the circumstances.  It may be that it is the only means for a person to get to work, to get medical 
attention or to assist someone for whom he or she has care in getting medical attention.  There may be myriad 
examples.  However, I do not think it is appropriate to put that in a prescriptive way in legislation. 

Hon Derrick Tomlinson:  It is not intended to be as prescriptive as a provisional driving licence, for example. 

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  The capacity to get an extraordinary driving licence can be fairly flexible.  However, I 
have not turned my mind to the particular comparison.  I note that members have raised a number of concerns.  I 
have sought to answer them.  I may not have placated their concerns.  However, this is worthwhile legislation.  I 
believe our community will welcome it.  Therefore, I commend the Bill to the House. 

Question put and passed. 

Bill read a second time. 

Committee 

The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Hon Simon O’Brien) in the Chair; Hon Nick Griffiths (Minister for 
Housing and Works) in charge of the Bill. 

Clause 1:  Short title - 
Hon PETER FOSS:  Yesterday I mentioned the incident of a police motorbike rider being seen driving his motor 
vehicle in such a way as to lift the front wheel off the road.  My reason for mentioning that is that I believe there 
are some yahoos among the Police Force.  Although they may be small in number, it is unfortunate that that is 
the case.  I believe there are some cases in which police have not justified allowing this to happen.  By virtue of 
that, I believe it is the very same sort of behaviour, but just a different side of it.   
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I now have the details of that incident, and I will mention them, because I believe it is urgent that something be 
done about this.  We are going to deal with hoons, and I believe hoons in the Police Force are worse than hoons 
elsewhere.  I will pass the details to the minister; I have them written down.  A police motorbike rider leaving the 
Bronte Street, East Perth exit - that is the police traffic exit - on Monday, 31 May, at 2.30 pm, on motor vehicle 
1AL 207, was seen to drive in such a manner as to lift the front wheels off the ground.  As I understand it, that is 
precisely, within the terms of the legislation about which we are talking, the type of behaviour we are seeking to 
stop.  It is of extreme concern to me that police officers are driving their motorbikes in exactly the same way, in 
broad daylight, out of a police station in East Perth.  That matter should be dealt with.  It is of concern that these 
are the same people to whom we are seeking to give these powers, without any real restraint on their exercise, as 
far as I can see.  I have no problem with dealing with hoons in the way that is being suggested; I just have severe 
problems with giving that power to the very people who behave in exactly the same way but who happen to have 
a uniform on. 

Hon Derrick Tomlinson:  Or a red and blue light on their car. 

Hon PETER FOSS:  Yes.  It seems to me that it is hard to see how we can expect the so-called hoons to behave 
when they know as well as I know that some police - it seems to be those from the traffic department more than 
others - behave in exactly the same way.  I do not know the name of the policeman on this vehicle, but I have 
given the minister the number of it and the precise date on which the incident occurred.  It should not be too hard 
for the police traffic branch to find out who was driving that motor vehicle on that day.  I would like that matter 
to be investigated and dealt with, because it seems to me that one of the problems we have in our society is that it 
is not just the hoons who seem to have this attitude to driving on the road; it is also the very people who should 
not be doing it - the ones whose job it is to stop that sort of behaviour.  They cannot go around saying, “Behave 
in the way I say”, if in fact it is also the way they behave. 

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  I note the general point raised by the honourable member.  He has made a specific 
allegation.  I will ensure that the allegation is passed on to the police.  However, at this stage it is an allegation. 

Hon Peter Foss:  There is no doubt about that. 

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  It is not for me or any other person to direct the police about what they should do 
regarding the allegation.  However, the allegation has been passed on, and I trust that appropriate investigations 
will take place. 

Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON:  I am not quite sure whether this is the appropriate place to raise this matter, but 
I shall do so, and the Deputy Chairman will guide me appropriately.  I would like the minister to explain the 
extent of the jurisdiction.  The Bill is referred to as a road traffic amendment Bill, and it is an amendment to the 
Road Traffic Act.  The Bill refers to driving vehicles in certain manners.  I do not think there is a definitions 
section in the Bill.  However, in the Road Traffic Act I found in the definitions in section 5 that “driver” means 
any person driving, or in control of, a vehicle or animal.  I go to the definition of “road”.  There is a definition of 
“Government road” in the Act, and on page 5 the definition of “road” reads - 

. . . means any highway, road or street open to, or used by, the public and includes every carriageway, 
footway, reservation, median strip and traffic island thereon; 

I believe the definition of “road” coincides with the general understanding of what a road is.  My concern about 
the extent of the jurisdiction relates to the nature of some of the offences that are to be dealt with under the 
amending Bill and the places in which those offences are popularly alleged to occur; for example, the car park at 
Scarborough Beach.  My question is: does the jurisdiction extend beyond the definition of “road”, and does a car 
park, whether it be a public or a private car park, fall under the jurisdiction of the Road Traffic Act?  Therefore, 
is driving in a particular way an offence if committed in those locations?   

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  Yes, but only with regard to those offences set out in section 73 of the Road Traffic 
Act, which refers to sections 59 to 72 inclusive.  This Bill deals with a number of offences that are outside that 
scope, but it also deals with a number of offences that are inside it.  For example, the definition of “impounding 
offence (driver’s licence)” is outside section 73, but the definition of “impounding offence (driving)” offences - 
that is, reckless, careless and dangerous driving and so on - are inside section 73.   

Hon Derrick Tomlinson:  Which offences are outside section 73?   

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  Outside section 73 are the section 49 offences, which I think relate to the offence of 
driving a motor vehicle without an appropriate driver’s licence in certain circumstances.   

Hon Derrick Tomlinson:  Are they alcohol related offences?   
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Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  They are licence offences.  Section 49 is headed “offence of driving motor vehicle 
without appropriate driver’s licence”.  That is covered by section 73.  The member does not seem to understand 
me.   

Hon Derrick Tomlinson:  Of course I do; the minister is always so clear.   

Hon PETER FOSS:  I was interested in that answer because it was another matter that I wanted to raise.  The 
new offences under section 60 are within the offences to which the minister referred.  Proposed section 62A - 
causing excessive noise, smoke - is obviously included.  Does that mean that a motor raceway would be caught?  
That is a place people can go to when they pay a fee.  I imagine excessive noise and smoke would be created by 
cars driving around the motorplex in Wanneroo.  The Bill refers to any place in which the public is permitted, 
whether on a payment of fee or otherwise.  People are permitted by payment of a fee to race in the motorplex.  I 
also am interested in the little go-cart venues.  The public is permitted to go to those places upon payment of a 
fee.  Go-carts make excessive noise and the tracks are made of concrete, which causes the tyres to make a 
terrible squealing noise.   

I refer to the definition of “circumstances of aggravation”.  Interestingly, the Bill refers to a vehicle being used in 
an attempt to establish or break a speed record.  That is what people do on go-cart racetracks; people try to get 
through the course at a certain speed.  The Bill refers also to the skill of the vehicle’s driver being contested in a 
certain way.  It seems that the Bill will instantly make go-cart tracks places in which impounding offences occur.  
Under section 73 of the Road Traffic Act, I would have said that a go-cart racetrack is a place where the public is 
permitted to race a motor vehicle on payment of a fee or otherwise.  It involves the use of a motor vehicle that is 
driven to make squealing noises with the tyres, and the driver’s skills are tested.  It would seem that all the 
requirements of an impounding offence would then apply.  It seems also that exactly the same thing occurs at the 
motorplex.  Therefore, we will have set up a provision that makes it an offence to race at the motorplex.  I do not 
think that is the Government’s intention.  I have heard it said that it is good for people to go to those types of 
places and get this type of behaviour out of their systems so that they do not behave in that way on the roads.  
However, we appear to be creating offences that are specifically related to and pick up driving at a motorplex.   

I was interested also in the issue of driving.  Hon Derrick Tomlinson raised the point that there is always a bit of 
a problem with people on skateboards.   

Hon Derrick Tomlinson:  Motorised or otherwise?   

Hon PETER FOSS:  They do not have to be motorised.  The legislation refers to a vehicle and a motor vehicle.  
There is a possibility that people could be stopped and fined for riding skateboards on a footpath because they 
are arguably driving a vehicle on a footpath.  It is a vehicle and the skateboarder is in control of a vehicle or 
animal.   

Hon Jim Scott:  They lose traction.   

Hon PETER FOSS:  Skateboards lose traction all the time and make a horrible noise.  Skateboarders seem to go 
out of their way to make horrible noises.  Does that mean that people on skateboards will also be committing one 
of these offences if they are driving in such a way as to make a loud noise from their skateboards?   

Hon Derrick Tomlinson:  Could it apply to horses too?   

Hon PETER FOSS:  They are not a vehicle though.   

Hon Derrick Tomlinson:  Are they not?  Does it not say that when the context permits under the Road Traffic 
Act, it applies to an animal being driven or ridden?   

Hon PETER FOSS:  That is true. 

Hon Derrick Tomlinson:  I hope that the horse does not make a loud noise!   

Hon PETER FOSS:  Or give off smoke!  Certainly horses would be included under certain circumstances.  A 
person could be charged for riding a horse when drunk for instance.   

Hon Derrick Tomlinson:  Or they could be charged with being in charge of a drunken horse!   

Hon PETER FOSS:  Only the driver is relevant in that instance.  Although the intent of the legislation to pick up 
a wider variety of places is highly worthy, if we are keen to stop people from driving on the roads in the way in 
which we are talking about, it seems a bit silly that we will also make it illegal for them to do it at a motorplex or 
other place in which they might suitably get rid of all their frustration.   

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  Many areas of behaviour that have been raised in the course of the honourable 
member’s remarks are currently potentially subject to a charge of reckless or dangerous driving in any event.  I 
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will narrow the discussion to the go-cart scenario in which a person pays to use a go-cart circuit or the 
motorplex.  I refer the committee to the wording of section 73 of the Road Traffic Act -  

In sections 59 to 72 inclusive, a reference, however expressed, to the driving of or attempting to drive a 
motor vehicle shall be construed as a reference to the driving of or attempting to drive a motor vehicle 
on a road or in any place to which the public is permitted, whether on payment of a fee or otherwise, to 
have access, and a reference to a driver shall be construed accordingly.  

The advice I have received is to the effect that the tarmac, which is the place of driving in those circumstances, is 
not a road or place to which the public is permitted.  Persons may enter and pay a fee in certain circumstances, 
but it is not, I am advised, a place to which the public is permitted.   

Hon JIM SCOTT:  The minister has explained that situation to some degree; however, in some instances rally 
races are held on public roads.  Indeed, the bike races that are held on the streets of Fremantle could also fall into 
the category of people losing traction on wheels and recklessly competing with one another to get to the front.   

Hon PETER FOSS:  I am indebted to Hon Jim Scott for that clear example of this type of driving in other places.  
I disagree with the minister’s definition of section 73 of the Road Traffic Act.   

Hon Nick Griffiths:  I have advised members of my advice.   

Hon PETER FOSS:  If a person wants to use a go-cart track, he can go in and pay a fee and drive.  I have taken 
my children to a go-cart track and they have also gone of their own accord.  Go-cart tracks are definitely open to 
the public.  People go in, pay up and drive.  When the statutory interpretation refers to the public being 
permitted, it includes a section of the public.  If it includes a section of the public, it is just as much everybody as 
the public.  It may be that the general public will sit in the stands and not use the tarmac, but some members of 
the public will drive on the tarmac.  They will pay a fee and do it in the same way that people can go to their 
local go-cart race and do exactly the same thing.  Instead of inserting proposed section 62A between sections 59 
and 72 - to a certain extent I understand why it has been done - the Government may have been better off picking 
something that is not so broad.  Perhaps car parks should have been included in this clause.  If the Government 
wants to pick up car parks expressly, it should be done in proposed section 62A.  In being as broad as it has, the 
Government has picked up too many things far beyond what it intended.  I can see the convenience of putting it 
in the Bill, because it has picked up car parks.  However, it picks up not only car parks but also motorplexes.  I 
do not have a problem with reckless, dangerous and careless driving being included because plainly those terms 
are relative and the standard of care required of a person driving at a motorplex does not include not driving at 
speed; everyone expects people to drive at speed at a motorplex.  However, it is totally different with wheel 
slipping, because that is a far more absolute than relative offence.  Proposed section 62A is absolute.  It states 
that once smoke or excessive noise results from one or more of a vehicle’s tyres, a person has committed an 
offence.  Admittedly, I will move a small amendment to that proposed section to make it a bit better.  People are 
certainly driving their vehicles in such a way to cause that noise.   

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  In an earlier answer, I informed the committee of the advice that was given to me.  I 
have listened to the arguments.  Before dealing with the point raised by Hon Peter Foss, I will deal with the 
scenario suggested by Hon Jim Scott.  Section 83 of the Road Traffic Act is designed to deal with that.  I assure 
Hon Derrick Tomlinson that I am not having anything to do with legislation that attacks those wonderful animals 
with which I have some ministerial connection.   

We have to deal with the issue of car parks.  The point raised is a very good one.  The issue that arises is how we 
deal with clause 9 and proposed 62A and its reference to section 73 in the current Act.  I will apply my mind to 
this problem and I trust we will have a solution by the time we reach clause 9.  If not, I foreshadow moving a 
postponement.  I trust we will find a solution before the end of proceedings.   

Hon JIM SCOTT:  I have a problem with the direction in which Hon Peter Foss is driving.  I have never put 
wide tyres on any of my vehicles and I wonder why people bother going to the great expense of having 
incredibly wide tyres.  I have moved a vehicle in a parking area that was concreted.  The tyres made a lot of 
noise at a very slow speed.   

Hon Peter Foss:  There are some car parks in which even narrow tyres have that impact.  I think one such car 
park used to be at the Town Cinema.  The tyres would make squealing sounds when people drove in that car 
park.   

Hon JIM SCOTT:  Vehicles with wide tyres can make a huge amount of noise when they are turned.   
Hon Nick Griffiths:  I am getting worried about these confessions.  
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Hon JIM SCOTT:  I was glad to get out of the vehicle after that.  It is a fact that they will make a lot of noise, 
and that is not through reckless driving.  Going slower seems to make the noise even worse.  I suppose we can 
advise police officers to not arrest people in that situation.  Wide tyres do make a lot of noise.  
Hon GEORGE CASH:  I rise on the short title to question the minister on the comments he made during his 
second reading response about the experience of other jurisdictions.  Will the minister expand on the experience 
of other jurisdictions that have similar legislation, and can he provide statistics on the number of vehicles that 
have been impounded and confiscated over a period? 

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  I have some quite detailed information with me.  This is a briefing note concerning the 
Queensland experience during February 2004.  The first page of the briefing note makes reference to vehicles 
confiscated in February 2004, and the total number of vehicles confiscated to date.  The use of “confiscated” 
relates to impounded vehicles.  The second page of the briefing note contains a breakdown, and relates to 
confiscated vehicles under antihooning legislation.  Again, it relates to impounded vehicles.  The third page 
makes reference to confiscation, but also deals with impounded vehicles.  It will take some time to read out the 
briefing paper; therefore, I propose to table the document for the benefit of interested members, particularly Hon 
George Cash.   

[See paper No 2228.] 

Hon GEORGE CASH:  Did any statistics on the Queensland experience relate to confiscation as we understand 
the word in the Bill before us?   

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  Reference is made in the document I have just tabled to a person being charged in a 
way that could lead to a confiscation.  That had not occurred at that date.  It may have occurred since, as the 
document relates to February.  I do not know the current list.   

Hon George Cash:  It would appear from other experiences that confiscation as we understand it is not a 
circumstance that occurs regularly.   

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  That is consistent with my advice.  This is quite a detailed document.   

Clause put and passed.   

Clause 2:  Commencement -  

Hon GEORGE CASH:  In simple terms, this states -  

This Act comes into operation on a day fixed by proclamation.   

Does the minister anticipate any delay in the proclamation of this legislation?  If so, what would be the reasons 
for his anticipated delay?   

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  Subject to the legislation being passed, I am advised that three or four months will be 
needed to put in place administrative arrangements, including matters such as engagement of contractors to tow, 
and arrangements for the storage of impounded vehicles.   

Hon Peter Foss:  Regulations?   

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  I refer to administrative arrangements.   

Hon Peter Foss:  Do you need regulations?   

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  No.  It is a matter of engaging people, setting up premises and matters of that kind.  
The time frame may be less than I outlined, but the advice is that three or four months will be required.   

Clause put and passed.   

Clause 3 put and passed. 

Clause 4:  Section 5 amended -  
Hon PETER FOSS:  I ask a question before I move my amendment.  Where else would proposed section 5(6) 
have effect; I refer to other than in the further amendments on the supplementary notice paper?   

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  It will have effect in relation to the provisions in the Bill and nowhere else, as far as I 
understand it.  Similar legislation is in existence.   

Hon Peter Foss:  Is reasonable suspicion used in any other provisions in the legislation?   

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  No.  That is my understanding.   
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Hon PETER FOSS:  Members will see that I have put an amendment on the supplementary notice paper.  I 
would like to understand what the Government intends with the word “personally”; does it mean that a person 
has grounds for suspicion of his or her own knowledge?  Is that meant to be the effect of “personally”?  If it is 
not the intention, what does it mean?   

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  It refers to a person taking into account the evidence available to him or her.  If it were 
to be restricted to “of their own knowledge”, it would mean that the person would have to be a witness to the 
event.  It would prevent a police officer relying on advice provided by credible witnesses or relying on 
circumstantial evidence.  A person may not see the vehicle being driven, but there is no other vehicle between 
that person and the end of road, and that person can smell the burning rubber and can see the tyre marks -   

Hon Peter Foss:  That would be “of their own knowledge”.   

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  That would be the case.  It is not quite the same.  I think the first circumstance I 
outlined covers it with other credible people.  If police officers were to act of their own knowledge, we would 
literally need a police officer at every corner; otherwise, no-one would be arrested.   

Hon PETER FOSS:  That confirms my concerns and suspicions.  I cannot accept that explanation, and I will tell 
the minister why.  If a policeman were able to take this sort of action based on what he is told by what he 
considers to be a credible witness, he would perform a judicial function; that is, he would take an action against 
the rights of another person based purely on information he was given by a person he judges to be more credible 
than the other person whose rights are infringed upon.  There are many instances in which a policeman is entitled 
to do things in hot pursuit that he is not entitled to do on information.  I do not have a problem with a police 
officer prosecuting a person for this behaviour.  I have no problem with the court then impounding the vehicle, 
as the Bill enables it to do.  I have a severe problem with a police officer receiving a complaint and impounding 
a vehicle based on what another person has said.  That other person may sound very credible but may just be a 
bitchy-minded neighbour who has made a complaint.  The driver then has his car impounded for 48 hours with 
no choice whatsoever about how it happens; it just happens because the police officer says so.  If we are to give 
people the power to make such a decision, it should not be made on the basis of a complaint but on the basis of 
an officer’s own knowledge.  I am not sure what the word “personally” means.  How can someone else have a 
reasonable suspicion?  If someone does not have a reasonable suspicion personally, he does not have a 
reasonable suspicion.  That is why I want to know what this means.  The phrase “personally has reasonable 
suspicion” may mean a person has a reasonable suspicion based on someone else’s knowledge.  I do not like 
that.  I therefore move - 

Page 2, line 15 - To delete “personally” and substitute instead “of their own knowledge”. 

The clause will then read - 

(a) the person, acting in good faith, of their own knowledge has grounds at the time for holding 
the suspicion; 

That would mean an officer would act on his own knowledge, not on a complaint from a neighbour who might 
have a grudge or from someone who decided to dob in the driver.  If an officer is to impound a vehicle, that 
officer must see the offence himself and act at that moment to prevent any further commission of the offence.  If 
an officer does not have that knowledge, the decision on whether the complainant is a credible witness and the 
car is to be impounded should be taken by a court.  The officer can summon the driver based on that reasonable 
information; I do not have a problem with that.  The problem is we know where the hoons are; they are in a 
parking lot in Scarborough.  We know they are there, but we do not know where the police are.  That is one 
question I have.  The police have a lot of powers already to deal with those hoons, but they are not doing 
anything with those powers. 

Hon George Cash:  Sometimes there are six or eight police officers watching and they clearly have knowledge of 
what is happening. 

Hon PETER FOSS:  Yes, and they are not doing very much. 

I am therefore very happy to have police officers on the spot impounding vehicles, but I am not very happy not 
to have police officers on the spot doing it.  This is an important amendment.  I do not believe police officers 
should be prosecutor, judge and jury. 

Hon PADDY EMBRY:  I have a grave concern that the basis of our law is proposed to be changed.  A person is 
presumed innocent until found guilty.  If part of the punishment for alleged stupid behaviour is confiscation of a 
vehicle but the fact that the activity took place need not be proved, someone will be punished before he or she 
has been proved guilty.  Surely some form of evidence, other than circumstantial, should be produced.  For 
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example, if police officers are present at the sorts of activities at Scarborough alluded to by Hon Peter Foss, 
surely photographs could be taken or some more concrete evidence provided of those activities.  The legislation 
is very much running the risk of being extremely messy.  I am sure the intentions are good, but its progression in 
this Chamber is showing a lot of flaws. 

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  I refer Hon Paddy Embry to the wording of clause 4 as it is now.  I am talking about 
the impounding of a motor vehicle in those circumstances for a period of 48 hours.  There are other aspects that 
will deal with those circumstances as we move through the Bill.  It is true that impounding a vehicle will involve 
the exercise of a judgment on the part of a police officer.  That will result in a person being deprived of his or her 
property as a result of the judgment of that police officer in those circumstances.  However, every day in 
Western Australia far more serious deprivation occurs as a result of the judgment of police officers.  People are 
arrested and deprived lawfully - 

Hon Peter Foss:  Then they are taken before a magistrate. 

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  But they are deprived of their liberty. 

Hon Peter Foss:  You are not planning to take these people before a magistrate though, are you? 

Hon Paddy Embry:  Do they not go through processes first, minister? 

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  People do not go before a magistrate before they are arrested. 

Hon Peter Foss:  No, they go immediately afterwards.  You are not planning that with these people. 

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  People who are arrested do not go before a magistrate immediately.  They go before a 
magistrate a reasonable time after they are arrested, but not immediately; it depends on when they are arrested. 

Hon Peter Foss:  Do you want these people to go before a magistrate? 

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  No.  I am talking about impounding a motor vehicle. 

Hon Peter Foss interjected. 

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Hon Simon O’Brien):  Order, members!  The minister has the call. 

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  It is an everyday event in Western Australia for people to be deprived of their liberty 
as a result of the judgment of police officers - I suggest in appropriate circumstances.  It is far more serious for 
people to be deprived of their liberty than to be deprived of the use of a motor vehicle for 48 hours.  It is far 
more serious for people to be deprived of their liberty for several hours than to be deprived of the use of a motor 
vehicle for 48 hours.  Frankly, I think it is far more serious for people to be deprived of their liberty for a 
moment than to be deprived of the use of a motor vehicle for 48 hours. 

Hon PETER FOSS:  The difference is that the punishment for this offence is impounding.  Impounding is the 
whole punishment.  The Bill allows a police officer to drive along the road, pick up a person, form a view and 
carry out the entire punishment immediately.  There is no review at all of that punishment by the courts.  Firstly, 
there are limits on the ability to arrest people.  There are offences for which a person can be arrested without a 
warrant.  However, generally speaking, people are not arrested if they are the subject of a long-term investigation 
but, rather, are taken immediately before a magistrate and there is a whole process that deals with them. 

Hon Nick Griffiths:  Immediately? 

Hon PETER FOSS:  They are meant to be taken forthwith before a magistrate.  They are not meant to be kept for 
a period. 

Hon Nick Griffiths:  You should know the practice.  When do people arrested on a Saturday afternoon for a 
driving offence come before a magistrate? 

Hon PETER FOSS:  They should be taken before a magistrate or be at least given bail by a justice of the peace. 

Hon Nick Griffiths:  What if they weren’t given bail? 

Hon PETER FOSS:  The minister is not planning to give them bail.  The minister should read the Bail Act.  The 
Bail Act states that they must be taken before somebody and given bail.  They might not go before a magistrate 
until they appear on remand, but they are given bail.  The minister does not have a provision for bail for these 
cars.  The whole punishment is over immediately on the say of a police officer; not a police officer who has seen 
the offence but the say of a police officer who has been told about it.  That is what the problem is.  I do not have 
a problem if the police officer actually saw the offence because he would be acting to stop it happening.  
However, if he gets a complaint - 

Hon Barry House:  A vexatious complaint. 
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Hon PETER FOSS:  Yes, a vexatious complaint - 

Hon George Cash:  The suspicion could be found to be non-existent or false in due course. 

Hon PETER FOSS:  That is right.  It could be a vexatious complaint and the police officer feels he must act 
against a person right away.  Why?  If the complaint is made by somebody else, it is obviously not happening 
right then or the officer would go out, have a look and see for himself.  If the offence is over, it is over, so what 
is the hurry?  I do not have a problem if the officer sees it happening, stops the driver and impounds the car, 
because the officer is preventing it from recurring.  If police are responding to a complaint, what is the urgency?  
The person has caused his tyres to squeal, so says the neighbour who has not been getting on with him for 
months.  The minister wants to have this person’s car taken off him.  The officer might suddenly find that it was 
a vexatious complaint, but it is too late because it is reasonable to hold a suspicion on those grounds even if the 
grounds are subsequently found to be false or nonexistent at the time.  What is wrong with just prosecuting the 
person?  If it is not happening at the time and the officer is told by a neighbour, why not prosecute him?  The 
court can impound the vehicle because it has the power.  What is so urgent that we must deal with the person 
without giving him the benefit of the court?  This offence carries a fine, yet the minister wants to take a person’s 
car away from him for two days on the basis of the say so of a neighbour.  Frankly, I do not know what the hurry 
is.  Even a person who is arrested other than for murder normally gets bail, because there is a presumption in 
favour of bail.  He would be taken in and processed and should be out on bail in a couple of hours.   

Hon Nick Griffiths:  While they are being processed they are deprived of their liberty.  It is a routine matter 
every time somebody is arrested. 

Hon PETER FOSS:  I agree, but people are not arrested for this sort of offence.   

Hon Nick Griffiths:  We have a process of arrest.  We do not deal with every charge by way of summons. 

Hon PETER FOSS:  I know, but the minister will note that there is an instruction to the police - if there is not 
there should be because there have been recommendations - that where possible they should proceed by 
summons.  Does the minister remember that instruction?  Generally speaking, police should not arrest.  There are 
reasons that they arrest.  I understand that, and that is usually for more serious offences.  However, this is not one 
of those offences.  This is a road traffic offence.   

A person who has caused his vehicle’s tyres to smoke or squeal can be deprived of his property on the basis of a 
neighbour’s complaint.  The whole sentence can be carried out before the matter is looked at, and it may never 
get looked at.  It is outrageous that a vexatious neighbour could cause that to happen.  If a police officer turns up 
and sees it happening, he has grounds.  If he turns up and the event is all over, he must decide whether the 
neighbour or the driver is telling the truth.  That is fine.  He might have reasonable grounds if he asks the driver 
if he was squealing his car tyres and the driver says yes.  I would say that in those circumstances that is of his 
own knowledge because he has a confession.  The minister and I know that this is one of the areas in which 
neighbours get narky.  They complain that the bloke next door is always squealing his tyres.  The bloke next 
door might say that he is not.  It is just as bad as dividing-fence disputes.  I do not believe that we should enter 
into neighbourhood disputes by allowing police not only to charge but also to carry out the major part of the 
penalty - that is, the impounding of the vehicle - on the basis of what one neighbour says about a matter which 
might never get to court.  At least a person who is arrested gets some chance of being vindicated.  The person 
who has had his car pinched because the next door neighbour has complained never gets the chance to be 
vindicated.  He has lost his car for 48 hours and had to pay to get it released.   

Hon George Cash:  A motor vehicle is not impounded when a person is accused of drunken driving.  The person 
is prevented from driving away and is then charged.  That is the case. 

Hon PETER FOSS:  Yes, that is quite right.  Perhaps I have spoken enough, but it is fairly clear to me that the 
impounding should not be based on the say so of neighbours. 

Hon PADDY EMBRY:  I do not understand the minister’s problem.   

Hon Nick Griffiths:  I do not have a problem. 

Hon PADDY EMBRY:  The minister seems to have a problem with convincing people on this side of the 
Chamber, so I think he does have a problem.  He is saying that the impounding should be based on the judgment 
of the policeman, but the policeman will not have seen the incident in the case we are talking about.  I will give 
an example relating to a different matter, but it is very relevant.  My youngest child used to suffer from attention 
deficit disorder.  He would from time to time be disruptive in the classroom, which is a symptom of that 
condition.  On one particular day he was not well and was home with me on the farm.  My wife was teaching the 
class.  There was a bit of a noise and somebody called out “Martin”.  My wife looked up, wondering what he 
was doing this time, only to see that he was not there.  She remembered that he was home with me.  I believe that 
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is a perfect example of a situation in which a neighbour might hear a squeal of tyres and immediately assume 
that it is the young fellow next door.  It might be one of the young fellow’s mates who called in to see him, 
found he was not there and took off in a hurry and fed up.  My analogy is a good example of the sort of thing that 
would happen.  One can see by the expression of annoyance on the minister’s face that it is getting to him.  It is a 
very real possibility.  This is not a case for a policeman’s judgment.  If he has seen the incident, that is fine, but 
this is a case of the policeman not being there to form a judgment. 

Hon JIM SCOTT:  I do not have a problem with a vehicle being impounded when somebody is driving in a 
manner that will cause harm to somebody else or himself.  It is perfectly reasonable that society would expect a 
vehicle to be impounded on such occasions.  However, when the linkage is tenuous and based on hearsay to the 
extent that the grounds for impounding might subsequently be found to be false or nonexistent, it is going too 
far.  It is a matter of balance.  We need a clause that provides that where there is a clear case that somebody 
might be harmed, the vehicle may be impounded.  If there is not such a clear case that is obvious to the officer at 
the time, it should not occur. 

I do not understand the wording that the officer “personally has grounds”.  I do not think that fits with getting 
information from somebody else, because it would seem to be something rather more than that.  It would require 
other evidence that led the officer to believe he personally had grounds.  Evidence from someone else is not 
personal, but exactly the opposite.  I do not think such evidence means that at all, and I do not think it would be 
interpreted in that way by the courts.  I do not think the clause is worded strongly enough and it probably allows 
too much latitude for unfair decisions to be made on the spur of the moment. 

Hon PETER FOSS:  Hon Paddy Embry has reminded me of an incident I came across.  There was a place where 
young blokes used to do broggies at night.  One young lad had just changed the diff in his car during bright 
daylight.  He went there to test out the diff.  He certainly made a lot of noise, but one of the neighbours who had 
got fed up with those blokes going there at night and doing broggies, accused him of being one of the blokes 
who had been doing broggies.  As he had gone there in broad daylight, the neighbour recognised his vehicle’s 
numberplate.  They could not ascertain the numberplate of the people who were there at night.  He was reported, 
and the police charged him for not only the broggies done during daylight but for all the other broggies that had 
been done.  That is exactly the same type of instance Hon Paddy Embry gave and it relates to the offence in the 
Bill.  It illustrates the type of problem that can arise when the police do not know personally who was involved.  
Like Hon Jim Scott, I think “personally” does not mean what the minister said.  I am not quite sure what it does 
mean because it is not the usual wording.  The usual words are “of their own knowledge”.  We know what that 
means.  That is why I suggested the change.  I did not intend moving it though because I was seeking the 
minister’s confirmation on the record that “personally” means “of their own knowledge”.  If it is a new way of 
drafting, I would not have a problem with it as long as the court could look it up; in which case it would find that 
“personally” was a new way of writing “of their own knowledge”.  As the minister has not given that assurance, 
I moved the amendment because it should mean that.  I urge the committee to support it.  

Amendment put and a division taken with the following result - 

Ayes (18) 

Hon Alan Cadby Hon Peter Foss Hon Norman Moore Hon Derrick Tomlinson 
Hon George Cash Hon Frank Hough Hon Simon O’Brien Hon Giz Watson 
Hon Robin Chapple Hon Barry House Hon Jim Scott Hon Bruce Donaldson (Teller) 
Hon Paddy Embry Hon Robyn McSweeney Hon Christine Sharp  
Hon John Fischer Hon Dee Margetts Hon Bill Stretch  

Noes (9) 

Hon Kim Chance Hon Adele Farina Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich Hon Ed Dermer (Teller) 
Hon Kate Doust Hon Graham Giffard Hon Ken Travers 
Hon Sue Ellery Hon Nick Griffiths 

            

Pairs 

 Hon Barbara Scott Hon Louise Pratt 
 Hon Murray Criddle Hon Tom Stephens 
 Hon Ray Halligan Hon Jon Ford 

Amendment thus passed. 
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Clause, as amended, put and passed. 

Clauses 5 to 7 put and passed. 

Clause 8:  Section 60 amended -  

Hon PETER FOSS:  Concerns are often raised about policemen driving their vehicles at speed when there is no 
apparent reason for it.  That is frowned on by the force and when it has been determined that it has occurred, the 
offenders are prosecuted.  If officers are caught by a Multanova, they are required to explain why they were 
travelling at speed.  However, Multanovas are not everywhere and some members of the public get quite upset 
when they see a police vehicle travelling at speed without any apparent reason for doing so.  They will get even 
more upset if they find that officers are allowed to speed merely because they are members of the Police Force 
on official duty.  The Bill provides that an offence will not be committed by a fireman on official duty 
responding to a fire alarm or emergency rescue operation when it is reasonable to assume that human life is 
likely to be in danger or by an ambulance driver answering an urgent call to convey a person to a place for the 
provision of urgent medical treatment.  However, a member of the Police Force can be excused from an offence 
for not doing anything except be a member of the Police Force on official duty.  It is not acceptable that they of 
all people can be exempt under the legislation from responding to an emergency when driving over the speed 
limit.  My motion includes a limited emergency.  It seeks to provide that travelling at such speed is necessary to 
prevent the commission of an offence or to apprehend an offender.  The need to speed must be necessary.  An 
officer might be driving to a place to arrest someone for a fraud that took place 10 years ago.  I see no reason this 
offence would not apply in that situation if the officer were driving at more than 45 kilometres per hour over the 
limit, yet that is how the term is phrased at the moment.  It seems to me that it will take the lightest of touches to 
make it necessary to prevent the commission of an office or to apprehend an offender.  I therefore move - 

Page 3, line 24 - To insert after “duty” - 

and the travelling at such speed is necessary to prevent the commission of an office or to 
apprehend an offender 

Hon JIM SCOTT:  I also had concerns about this clause.  When I spoke during the second reading debate, I gave 
an example of how a policeman on duty may be speeding when he drove the Commissioner of Police to a 
meeting for which he was running late.  I wondered whether it was reasonable for officers to speed in order to 
get him there on time?  I have a concern that this amendment might make the provision so narrow that it may 
prevent a policeman from travelling fast, not when he is going to apprehend or arrest someone for an offence, but 
when he is assisting in an emergency or when there has been an accident. 

Hon Peter Foss:  That is covered by proposed subparagraph (iii). 

Hon JIM SCOTT:  Of course.  I was just concerned that it would not cover an emergency situation requiring 
high-speed travel.  In that case I support putting some limitations on this, either in this way or by prescribing it in 
regulations, in which case we would need a clause to enable that to happen. 

Hon GEORGE CASH:  Could the minister explain the policy reasons for proposed paragraph (a)(i) being framed 
in this way?  It appears to single out the Police Force and offer special treatment, notwithstanding the reason that 
they might be travelling at high speed.  I would like to know the policy reason, because the following 
subparagraphs distinguish and require particular reasons. 

Hon NICK GRIFFITHS:  I am advised that the policy reason is that the police have arrangements in place for 
how they are to behave, and they are content with those arrangements. 

What is proposed to be done is a reasonable course of events.  However, concern has been raised about the 
wording.  I suggest that the proposed amendment be amended by the addition of the words “or the continuation” 
after the word “commission”.  The proposed amendment would then read - 

and the travelling at such speed is necessary to prevent the commission or the continuation of an 
offence or to apprehend an offender  

The example I have been provided with is where an assault is in progress; the offence has been committed but it 
is carrying on.  If that course of action were acceptable to the committee, there are a number of ways it can be 
done.  

Hon PETER FOSS:  I seek leave to amend my amendment by inserting the words “or the continuation” after the 
word “commission”.  My amendment would then read - 

and the travelling at such speed is necessary to prevent the commission or the continuation of an 
offence or to apprehend an offender 
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I will suggest other words in response to Hon Jim Scott’s concern.  I said he could use proposed subparagraph 
(iii), but I wonder whether it might be better to add these further words - 

or to assist a driver excused under subparagraphs (ii), (iii) or (iv) 

That would enable a policeman to accompany a fire engine or a rescue operation.  Subparagraph (ii) covers 
helping in the event of a fire and subparagraph (iii) covers helping an ambulance.  It might not be a bad idea to 
add those words. 

Hon Nick Griffiths:  I think that is a sensible amendment. 

Hon PETER FOSS:  I seek leave to make that amendment to my amendment. 

Amendment, by leave, altered. 

Amendment, as altered, put and passed. 

Clause, as amended, put and passed. 

Clause 9:  Section 62A and Division 2 heading inserted in Part V - 

Hon PETER FOSS:  I have a query about this clause and it arose out of reading it and not being quite sure what 
the word “wilfully” governed.  It states - 

A person who wilfully drives a motor vehicle in a manner that causes - 

That may not quite cover the situation where something was not intended.  The person drove the motor vehicle 
in that manner.  I refer to the example posed by Hon Jim Scott.  Once the person became aware that the driving 
of the vehicle was causing the noise, he was wilfully driving in a manner that caused it, but he certainly was not 
intending to cause it.  That was not his reason for driving the vehicle that way.  It just happened.  I understand 
the problem, but we do not want to catch the sort of person who drives a vehicle and it happens; we want to 
catch the person who is driving a vehicle so that it does happen.  I remember that a government driver got picked 
up in a ministerial car because he was putting something on the tyres - oil or fuel - to make them smoke.  He was 
doing this in a car park in a ministerial car.  He did not last very long as a ministerial driver, but that is certainly 
what he was doing.  There would not be a problem proving that he intended that smoke should come from the 
tyres because he had put oil on them, but at least it means there is some sort of excuse.  He can say he did not 
intend that to happen.  He can say that when he was driving the car it did cause smoke but it was not his 
intention; he can say he was intending to do something totally different.  He drove it in a way that caused the 
smoke because he knew he was causing it.  Until such time as he parked the vehicle he was wilfully driving it 
knowing that it was causing noise.  He was trying not to do it but he had no choice. 

Hon Nick Griffiths:  An interesting point, but it has been settled.  The wording is similar to that in section 60 
which deals with reckless driving and a whole line of conditions. 

Hon PETER FOSS:  I know.  Reckless driving is fine, because with reckless driving it does not matter whether 
he intended to be reckless.  All he has to do is intend to drive in a way that is reckless.  I know what wilfully 
means.  This is the problem I had with this word being where it is.  “Recklessness” is a relative term that is based 
on the circumstances.  This has as its test only that the tyres make a noise or the smoke comes out.  That is the 
problem I have with this.  I do not have a difficulty with “wilfully” with regard to recklessness because that is a 
relative-type judgment.  The court can say that somebody wilfully drove it in that way and anybody would have 
reasonably seen it that way.   

Debate interrupted, pursuant to sessional orders.  

[Continued on page 3285.] 

Sitting suspended from 1.00 to 2.00 pm 
 


